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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend a theorem of M. Hall. Let G be a 
4-fold transitive group on 52 = (1, 2,..., n}, and let Y be the maximal number 
of fixed points of involutions of G. A theorem of M. Hall ([I] Theorem 58.1.) 
states that if Y < 3, then G must be one of the following groups: S, , S, , A, , 
A, or M,, . We shall show here the following: 
THEOREM. If Y < 5, then G must be one of thegroups listed above; S, , S, , 
A, , A, OY Ml, . In particular if Y = 4 OY 5, then G must be 5-fold transitive. 
NOTATION. The stabilizer of points i, j ,..., k in G is denoted by G,j..., . 
On the other hand, Gtii...kl will denote the stabilizer in G of a set (i, j,..., k} 
of points; i.e., the subgroup of G consisting of all the elements fixing the set. 
If X is a subset of G fixing a subset d of 52, then X induces a set of permu- 
tations on A, which we denote by XA. For the subset X of G, I(X) will denote 
the set of all the fixed points of X. For a subgroup H of G we denote the 
normalizer of H in G by No(H), the centralizer of H in G by Co(H). The 
subgroup of G generated by the union of subsets S, T,... will be denoted by 
(S, T,...>. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
It is known that a 4-fold transitive group of degree less than 35 is one of 
the known groups, and it is easy to check that the theorem is true for n < 35. 
From now on, we assume that G is a 4-fold transitive group of degree > 35, 
and the maximal number Y of fixed points of involutions is 4 or 5. Then the 
stabilizer of four points is of even order. We remark that if Y = 5, then the 
degree n is odd. 
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LEMMA. Let a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)... be an involution of G. Then a nor- 
mal&es a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G1234 and a centralizes exactly two elements 
of P. 
Proof. Since a normalizes G,,,, and the number of the Sylow 2-subgroups 
of G,,, is odd, we have the first half. 
First assume Y = 4. The number of the nonidentity elements of P is odd. 
Hence a centralizes at least two elements of P. On the other hand, let 
x = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 i . . . ) . . . 
be a nonidentity element of P which commutes with a. Then 
a-lxa = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 ia . ..) . . . = x. 
Hence i = i”. Since a fixes exactly four points, we have i = 6. Now P is 
semiregular on (5, 6,..., n} by assumption. Hence x is determined uniquely 
and a centralizes exactly two elements of P. 
In the case Y = 5, we may assume that a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7) . . . . Since 71 
is odd, P fixes five points 1,2,3,4 and i. Now a normalizes P. Hence a fixes i, 
and we may assume that P fixes the point 5. Then similarly to the case Y = 4, 
we have the last half. 
By the 4-fold transitivity of G there is an involution a as in the lemma. 
Then a induces an involutory automorphism of P which fixes exactly two 
elements. By a theorem of Zassenhaus ([3], Satz 5) P contains a cyclic 
subgroup PO = (x,,) of index 2 such that ~-%,,a = x-l. Therefore P contains 
an element x of order 4 such that a-%~ = x-l unless P is an elementary 
Abelian group of order 4 or 2. We shall treat the following three cases 
separately: 
Case 1. P has an element x of order 4 such that &xa = 3-i. 
Case 2. P is an elementary Abelian group of order 4. 
Case 3. P is of order 2. 
Case 1. The proof in this case is similar to the argument of M. Hall. 
Let us first assume that r = 4. Let a, = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)... be an involution, 
and let x be an element of order 4 in Gr2s4 such that u&z, = x--l. We may 
assume that 
and then 
x = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 7 6 8) . . . 
Let 
a, = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7 8) . . . . 
a2 = x2 = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8) . . . 
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and 
a3 = ala2 = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 6)(7)(S) . . . . 
Then V = (1, a, , u2 , us} is a four group and semiregular on (9, 10 ,..., n}. 
Let {i, j, R, Z} be a V-orbit of length 4. Then V normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Gijkl t and hence it centralizes an involution u of Giikl . Since u commutes 
with each u,(i = 1,2, 3) and u fixes only four points i, j, K and I, u must be of 
the form 
u = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(i)(j)(k)(Z) . . . . 
In the same way, from another V-orbit {i’, j’, k’, I’} we have an involution 
u’ = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(i’)(j’)(K’)(Z’) . . . , 
which belongs to C,(V). The product uu’ fixes eight points 1,2,..., 8. Hence 
uu’ is of odd order and a power y of uu’ transforms u into u’. Then y takes the 
set {i, j, K, I} of the fixed points of u into the set {i’, j’, K’, 1’) of the fixed points 
of u’. Thus we have that C = Gre...s n C,(V) is transitive on the set of the 
V-orbits of length 4. An element of C fixing the V-orbit {i, j, K, Z} must fix 
all four points since C is of odd order. Hence these four points belong to 
different C-orbits, and the C-orbits are 
where the last four orbits are of the same length t > 1. 
Let q be a prime dividing t and let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of C. Then Q 
has no fixed point in Ti u Ti v Tk v TL , since a stabilizer in C of any point 
in this set is of index t = 0 (mod q). Let Q,, be a Sylow q-subgroup of Gi2a4 
containing Q and let Qi = Q0 n Gi2...s . If Qa = Q1 , then N&Q,,) is 4-fold 
transitive on d = I(Q,) = (1,2,..., S} by the theorem of Witt [2]. Hence 
&z.. A)) d 3 Ad (the alternating group on d). But since xA is an odd permu- 
tation, we have that (Ggz., ,s)) A = SA (the symmetric group on d). Therefore 
there is an element of the form 
contrary to the assumption. 
If Q0 > Q1 , then there is a subgroup Qz of Q0 which contains Qi as a 
proper normal subgroup. By assumption on Qi , Q2 displaces the points 
5, 6, 7, 8. Since q is odd, there is an element z in Qa such that zA is a 3-cycle. 
We may assume that z = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6 7 8) . . . . Then we have 
xz = (~WW(WW)(5 8) ..- , 
contrary to the assumption, 
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Next assume that Y = 5. Similarly to the case r = 4, we have an element x 
of order 4 of the form 
x = (l)(2)(3)(4)(5)@ 8 7 9) . . . 
and a four group V consisting of the identity and the following three 
involutions: 
01 = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8 9) .a. 7 
~2 = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6 7)(8 9) ..- 9 
~3 = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6 7)(8)(9) +a. . 
Then Vissemiregularon(l0, ll,..., n}. Let {i, j, k, 1} be a V-orbit of length 4. 
Then V centralizes an involution u of Gijkl . The involution u fixes the 
set (1, 2, 5}, hence u fixes one of these three points. Hence u is semiregular 
on {3,4,6,7, 8,9> and has the form 
u = (3 4)(6 7)(8 9)(i)(j)(k)(Z) . . . . 
In the same way, from another V-orbit {i’,j’, k’, 2’) we have an involution U’ 
of C,(V) of the form 
u’ = (3 4)(6 7)(8 9)(i’)(j’)(k’)(Z’) . . . . 
Since uu’ fixes six points, it is of odd order. Thus C, = G346,89 n C,(V) is 
transitive on the set of the V-orbits of length 4 and it fixes {1,2, 5). Let 
C = %...c, n C,(V). Then C is a normal subgroup of C,, of index 1 or 3. 
Let t be the number of the V-orbits of length 4. Then the C-orbits are 
{l},..., (9) and some orbits of length t or t/3 = s. Since n > 35, t or s > 1. 
Let q be a prime dividing t or s. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of C, Q0 a Sylow 
q-subgroup of Gr234 containing Q and let Q1 = G,,..., n Q,, . Similarly to 
the case r = 4, if Q,, = Qr , then we have (G{# = S*, where d = { 1, 2 ,..., 9}, 
and we have a contradiction. If Q,, > Q1 , then we have an element ,a of Q,, 
such that z* is a 5-cycle or a 3-cycle. But it is not hard to see that in either 
case we have an element w such that w* is a 2-cycle, contrary to the assump- 
tion. 
Case 2. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,,, is an elementary 
Abelian group of order 4 and Y = 4. Let a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6) . . . be an 
involution of G. Then a normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup P = (1, b, ,6, ,6,} 
of G1=. By the lemma we may assume that a-lb,a = b, , a-%,~ = b, . 
Then b, has a 2-cycle (5 6). Since P is semiregular on {5,6,..., n> we may 
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assume that the orbit of 5 under P is {5,6,7, S} and 
b, = (1)CW)W 610 8) . . . , 
b, = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 7)(6 8) . . . , 
b, = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 8)(6 7) . . . . 
Then we have 
~2 = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7 8) . . . , 
ha = (l)(2)@ 4)(5 6)(7)(8) . . . , 
b,a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 8 6 7) . . . , 
b,a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 7 6 8) . . . . 
The subgroup generated by P and a is of order 8 and semiregular on 
(9, IO,..., n}. Thus we have 
n=O (mod 8). 
On the other hand, let us consider the four group I’ = (1, a, b, , bra}. 
Then V is semiregular on (9, lo,..., n}. Let us assume that (9, 10, 11, 121 is a 
V-orbit. Then we may assume that 
a = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 10)(11 12) . . . , 
b, = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 11x10 12) . . . , 
b,u = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 6)(7)(8)(9 12)(10 11) . . . . 
Since V normalizes GB,r,,r1,r2 , Y centralizes an involution u of Gs,l,,ll,ls . 
Since u has no fixed points in {1,2,..., 8}, we have 
u = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(11)(12) . .. . 
Now U = (V, u) is of order 8 and semiregular on (13, 14,..., n}. Hence 
we have 
nz4 (mod 81, 
which is a contradiction. In the case I = 5, we also have a contradiction in 
the same way. 
Case 3. Let us assume that P is of order 2 and r = 4. Let 
al = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6) . ..b e an involution of Gand let us = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6) . . . 
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be an involution of G1ss4 which commutes with a, . Then 
us = u+, = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 6) . . . 
fixes four points or two points. 
First assume that us fixes four points 1,2,7, 8. Then a, and us have the 
2-cycle (7 8). The four group V = {I, a, , u2 , us} is semiregular on 
(9, lo,..., n}. Let (9, 10, 11, 12) be a V-orbit. We may assume that 
a, = (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 lO)(ll 12) . . . , 
u2 = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 ll)(lO 12) . . . , 
u3 = (1)(2)(3 4)(5 6)(7)(8)(9 12)(10 11) . . . . 
Then V centralizes some involution u of G9,10,11,12 . The element u must 
be of the form 
u = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(11)(12) . .. . 
Now 
alu = (1 2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7)(8)(9 lO)(ll 12) . . . , 
up = (1 2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9 ll)(lO 12) . . . , 
u,u = (1 2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 12)(10 11) . . . , 
and U = (I’, u) is semiregular on (13, 14,..., n}. The U-orbits are 
(1,2), (3,4}, {5,6}, (7, S}, (9, 10, 11, 12) and some orbits of length 8. Let W 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G11sa41 containing U. Since W is of order 16, U is a 
normal subgroup of W. There is an element w of the form 
w = (1 3)(2 4) . . . 
in W. Then w permutes the V-orbits. Hence w fixes the sets {5,6,7, 8} and 
(9, 10, 11, 12}. Since us is the only element of U fixing 1, 2, 3, 4 and u is the 
only element of U fixing 9, 10, 11, 12, we have 
W-~U~W = a a, w-luw = u. 
If ws f 1, then wa is an element of U fixing the points 1, 2, 3, 4. Hence 
ws = a, and we may assume that 
Then 
w = (1 3)(2 4)(5 7 6 8)(9 10 11 12) . . . . 
ulwq = (1 4)(2 3)(5 8 6 7)(10 9 12 11) . . . 
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and 
walwal = (1 2x3 I) . . . , 
which contradicts the assumption. Therefore w is of order 2. Since 
w-lalw = (1 2)(3)(4) . . . , 
we have that W-~U,W = a,u or a-p. If w-%ziw = asu, then w fixes the set (5, 6) 
and hence it fixes (7, S}. If w has the 2-cycle (5 6), then was fixes $6. There- 
fore we may assume that w fixes 5 and 6. Let r = (9, 10, 11, 12). Then 
since w-lalw = a+, we have 
w=(9 lO)(ll 12) wr = (9 12)(10 11). 
Hence wr can not be semiregular and wr fixes two points, Hence w has the 
2-cycle (7 8): 
Then 
w = (1 3)(2 4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9)(11) . . . . 
a,w = (1 3 2 4)(5)(6)(7)(8) .. . 
and then G5s,s contains an element of order 4, contrary to the assumption, 
If w-la,w = a,~, then w interchanges the set (5, 6) and (7, S}. Hence 
we may assume that 
w = (1 3)(2 4)(5 7)(6 8) . . . . 
Let r = (9, 10, 11, 12). Then wr commutes with each air(i = 1,2, 3). 
Hence wr = air or ur. If wr = air, then 
a,w = (1 3 2 4)(5 7 6 8)(9)(10)(11)(12) . .. 
and %10,11.12 has an element of order 4, contrary to the assumption. In the 
same way we can see that wr f azr. If wr = azr then 
a,w = (1 3)(2 4)(5 8)(6 7)(9)(10)(11)(12) . .. . 
Since this element commutes with u, G9,r,,i1,r2 contains the subgroup 
(u, azw) of order 4, which is a contradiction. In the same way, if wr = ur, 
then G,~,II,~ contains the subgroup (w, u) of order 4, contrary to the 
assumption. 
Next assume that a3 fixes only two points 1 and 2. Then V = {I, a, , a, , as} 
is semiregular on (7, 8,..., n}. Therefore we have 
n=2 (mod 4). 
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Now let b, = (1 2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8) .. . be an involution and let 
b, = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8) . . . be an involution of Gras., which commutes with 
b, . Let 
b, = b,b, = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8) . . . . 
If b, has no fixed points or fixes four points, then we have n = 0 
(mod 4), since the four group V = { 1, 6, , b, , b3} is semiregular on 
Q - ((l,..., S> u I(b,)). Therefore b, fixes exactly two points. Let 9, 10 be 
the fixed points of b, . Then b, and b, have the 2-cycle (9 10) and B is 
semiregular on{ll, 12,..., n}. Let (11, 12, 13, 14) be a V-orbit and let u be an 
involution of G1r,r2,r3,r4 which is centralized by V. Then u fixes the sets 
{1,2,3,4}, {5,6,7,8) and {9, 10) an is semiregular on each of these sets. d 
If u = (1 2)(3 4)(9 10) . . . , then b,u is an involution fixing six points. But 
this is impossible. In the same way, u cannot have the 2-cycles (5 6), (7 8). 
Thus U = (V, u) is an Abelian group consisting of the identity and the 
elements of the following forms: 
b, = (1 2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9 lO)(ll 12)(13 14) a.. , 
b, = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 lO)(ll 13)(12 14) . . . , 
b, = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(11 14)(12 13) . . . , 
u = (1 3)(2 4)(5 7)(6 8)(9 10)(11)(12)(13)(14) . . . , 
b,u = (1 4)(2 3)(5 7)(6 8)(9)(10)(11 12)(13 14) . . . , 
b,u = (1 3)(2 4)(5 8)(6 7)(9)(10)(11 13)(12 14) a.. , 
b,u = (1 4)(2 3)(5 8)(6 7)(9 10)(11 14)(12 13) . . . . 
If b,u fixes two more points 15 and 16, then V fixes the set { 15, 16). But this 
is impossible. Hence b,u fixes only 9 and 10. 
Now since G~,,,l/G,,,, N S, , there is a subgroup X between G0ss4) and 
G i2s4 such that 
XlGw = ((1 2)(3 4), (1 3X2 41, (1 3)). 
Let W be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X containing U. Then U is a normal 
subgroup of W of index 2 and W contains an element w of the 
form w = (1 3)(2)(4) . . . . Since U has only orbit (9, 10) of length 2, w fixes 
this set. If w has the 2-cycle (9 lo), then b,w = (1 3)(2)(4) . . . fixes 9 and 10. 
Hence we may assume that w fixes 9 and 10. Then w is of order 2, by the 
assumption. Since w-kw = (1 3)(2 4) . . . , w%w = u or b,u. But u fixes 
four points and b,u fixes two points. Therefore w-Iuw = u and w fixes the 
set r = (11, 12, 13, 14). Now w is semiregular on r, Hence wr = b&r, bsr 
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or bsr. According as wr = blr, bsr or bsr, b,uw b,uw or b,w fixes six points. 
But this is a contradiction. 
In the case r = 5, we have a similar contradiction. 
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